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a Explain the operation of single phase semi-converler fed sepalately excited dc motor 7M
drive with necessary diagram.

b A DC Shunt motor operating from a single phase half contlolled bridge at a speed of 5M
1450 rprn has an input voltage 330sin314t and a back emf 75v. The SCR's are fired
s),mmetrically at a:nl3 in every half cycle and the armature has a resistance of 5 ohms.
Neglecting annature inductance, find the average armature current and torque.

OR
With relevant circuit diagram, explain the principle of operation of 3 phase full converter 12M
fed D.C. shunt motor?

With llecessary diagranr, explain the
Regenerative brakino?

operation of Plugging, Dynalrlic braking arrd lzltfl^

OR

5 Explain the two quadrant operation of chopper fed separately excited D.C.motor.
OR
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6 A 210 V, 1100 rpm, 220 Aurps separately excited DC motor has an aunature resistzurce trf 12M
0.02 ().'Ihe motor is t'ed fiotu a chopper, which provides both motoring ald braking
operations. Calculate: (i) The duty ratio of chopper for motoring operation at rated torque
and 400 rpm. (ii) The maximum permissible motor speed obtainable without field
weakening. if the maximum duty ratio of the chopper is limited to 0.9 and the maximum
permissible motor current is twice the rated current.

7 With relevant circuit and characteristics, explain the operation of Static Kramer drive.
OR

8 With relevant circuit and waveforms, explain the operation of voltage source inverter fed 12M
induction motor drive.

9 Describe the self controlled mode of operation of synchronous rnotor. Lzx4
OR

10 A 7 MW, 3 phase, 12 KY star connected 6 pole, 50 Hz, 0.9 leading power factor 12M
synchronous motor has Xr:i0f),Rr:Of). The rated field culrent is 40 A. The machine is
corttrolled by vai'iable fiequency control at constanl V/F ratio up to the base speed and at
cott-stant voltage above base speed. Detennine, (i,1 Torque (ii) The field current for the
ralcd armalure currenr at75A rpm and 0.8 Ieading po\^ier factor.
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4 Describe the single phase four quadrant operation of D.C. drive using dual converters.
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